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Gettysburg, July 8th, 1863 

My Dear Sister, 

  

        We have been two days on the field; go out about eight and come in about six-go in ambulances or army 

buggies. The surgeons of the Second Corps had one put at our disposal. I feel assured I shall never feel horrified 

at anything that may happen to me hereafter. There is a great want of surgeons here; there are hundreds of brave 

fellows, who have not had their wounds dressed since the battle. Brave is not the word; more, more Christian 

fortitude never was witnessed than they exhibit, always say-"Help my neighbor first he is worse." The Second 

Corps did the heaviest fighting, and, of course, all who were badly wounded, were in the thickest of the fight, 

and, therefore, we deal with the very best class of the men-that is the bravest. My name is particularly grateful 

to them because it is Hancock. General Hancock is 'very popular with his men. The reason why they suffer 

more in this battle is because our army is victorious and marching on after Lee, leaving the wounded for citizens 

and a very few surgeons. The citizens are stripped of everything they have, so you must see the exhausting state 

of affairs. The Second Army Corps alone had two thousand men wounded, this I had from the Surgeon's 

headquarters. 

        I cannot write more. There is no mail that comes in, we send letters out: I believe the Government has 

possession of the road. I hope you will write. It would be very pleasant to have letters to read in the evening, for 

I am so tired I cannot write them. Get the Penn Relief to send clothing here; there are many men without 

anything but a shirt lying in poor shelter tents, calling on God to take them from this world of suffering; in fact 

the air is rent with petitions to deliver them from their sufferings... 

        I do not know when I shall go home-it will be according to how long this hospital stays here and whether 

another battle comes soon. I can go. right in an ambulance without being any expense to myself. The Christian 

Committee support us and when they get tired the Sanitary is on hand. Uncle Sam is very rich, but very slow, 

and if it was not for the Sanitary, much suffering would ensue. We give the men toast and eggs for breakfast, 

beef tea at ten o'clock, ham and bread for dinner, and jelly and bread for supper. Dried rusk would be nice if 

they were only here. Old sheets we would give much for. Bandages are plenty but sheets very scarce. We have 

plenty of woolen blankets now, in fact the hospital is well supplied, but for about five days after the battle, the 

men had no blankets nor scarce any shelter. 

        It took nearly five days for some three hundred surgeons to perform the amputations that occurred here, 

during which time the rebels lay in a dying condition without their wounds being dressed or scarcely any food. 

If the rebels did not get severely punished for this battle, then I am no judge. We have but one rebel in our camp 

now; he says he never fired his gun if he could help it, and, therefore, we treat him first rate. One man died this 

morning. I fixed him up as nicely as the place will allow; he will be buried this afternoon. We are becoming 

somewhat civilized here now and the men are cared for well. 

        On reading the news of the copperhead performance, in a tent where eight men lay with nothing but 

stumps (they call a leg cut off above the knee a "stump") they said if they held on a little longer they would 

form a stump brigade and go and fight them. We have some plucky boys in the hospital, but they suffer awfully. 

One had his leg cut off yesterday, and some of the ladies, newcomers, were up to see him. I told them if they 

had seen as many as I had they would not go far to see the sight again. I could stand by and see a man's head 

taken off I believe-you get so used to it here. I should be perfectly contented if I could receive my letters. I have 

the cooking all on my mind pretty much. I have torn almost all my clothes off of me, and Uncle Sam has given 

me a new suit. William says I am very popular here as I am such a contrast to some of the office-seeking 

women who swarm around hospitals. I am black as an Indian and dirty as a pig and as well as I ever was in my 

life-have a nice bunk and tent about twelve feet square. I have a bed that is made of four crotch sticks and some 

sticks laid across and pine boughs laid on that with blankets on top. It is equal to any mattress ever made. The 

tent is open at night and sometimes I have laid in the damp all night long, and got up all right in the morning. 
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        The suffering we get used to and the nurses and doctors, stewards, etc., are very jolly and sometimes we 

have a good time. It is very pleasant weather now. There is all in getting to do what you want to do and I am 

doing that.... 

        Pads are terribly needed here. Bandages and lint are plenty. I would like to see seven barrels of dried rusk 

here. I do not know the day of the week or anything else. Business is slackening a little though-order is 

beginning to things will be right. One poor fellow is hollow-wounding fearfully now while his wounds are 

being dressed. 

        There is no more impropriety in a young person being here provided they are sensible than a sexagenarian. 

Most polite and obliging are all the soldiers to me. 

        It is a very good place to meet celebrities; they come here from all parts of the United States to see their 

wounded. Senator Wilson, Mr. Washburn, and one of the Minnesota Senators have been here. I get beef 

tenderloin for dinner.-Ladies who work are favored but the dress-up palaverers are passed by on the other side. I 

tell you I have lost my memory almost entirely, but it is gradually returning. Dr. Child has done very good 

service here. All is well with me; we do not know much war news, but I know I am doing all I can, so I do not 

concern further. Kill the copperheads. Write everything, however trifling, it is all interest here. 
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Abraham Lincoln 
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                           FOURSCORE and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this continent a new nation, 

conceived in liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal.   

  Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation, or any nation so conceived and so 

dedicated, can long endure. We are met on a great battlefield of that war. We have come to dedicate a portion of 

that field as a final resting-place for those who here gave their lives that the nation might live. It is altogether 

fitting and proper that we should do this. But, in a larger sense, we cannot dedicate, we cannot consecrate, we 

cannot hallow, this ground. The brave men, living and dead, who struggled here have consecrated it, far above 

our poor power to add or detract. The world will little note, nor long remember, what we say here, but it can 

never forget what they did here. It is for us the living, rather, to be dedicated here to the unfinished work which 

they who fought here have thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great task 

remaining before us—that from these honored dead we take increased devotion to that cause for which they 

gave the last full measure of devotion—that we here highly resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain—

that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom and that government of the people, by the people, 

for the people, shall not perish from the earth. 
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